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Stephen Hobbs: Callus
Good Fences make good neighbours
Robert Frost, Mending Wall, 1914

The imagery depicted in Stephen Hobbs’s series: Callus, is a reflection on his lived experience
of the pervasive nature of fear in South African society, such as house break-in’s and
assault. Along the Louis Botha Corridor, the leafy suburbs of present day Johannesburg are
representative of the inherent contradiction in our society: an un-neighbourliness in parts
and an unwillingness to drop the walls and see one another.
For Stephen, the Louis Botha Corridor holds numerous childhood memories. The strongest
of which is attending Hebrew lessons as an early teenager close to the now derelict road
house, The Doll’s House — a regular Hobbs family haunt of the 70’s and made famous by
the popular 80’s film, Saturday Night at the Palace. These early childhood days took place
during South Africa’s oppressive apartheid era - a time when the white population overtly
benefitted from a life of separate development and privilege.
Over time, Hobbs’s interaction with the Louis Botha Corridor as an arterial passageway
through suburban Joburg was transformed by decades of change and waves of migrating
families. This change started in Johannesburg’s booming Central Business District during the
1960’s and 70’s, when young families uprooted from the area to move to the suburbs.
Hobbs’s Callus explores the effects of this history on South Africa’s suburban architecture
in the context of the exhibition Urban Chemistry – Creative Placemaking in Johannesburg.
As part of this exhibition, this series is shown alongside works by the young artists
mentored by Hobbs in The ArtMyJozi Creative Crew — many of whom are too young to
have any significant memories predating South Africa’s democracy. This Creative Crew of
photographers and videographers are the very interlocutors between the former white
middle-class suburbs, the transformed sidewalks of Louis Botha Avenue, and the black
township settlements formed under apartheid such as Alexandra Township - situated at the
northern end of Louis Botha Avenue.
Yet, as seen in Hobbs’s Callus, along some stretches of Louis Botha Avenue it would appear
that middle class reality sits best behind high-walls and nestled beneath the largest manmade forest in the Southern Hemisphere. And while many of these suburban neighborhoods
have shifted in terms their economic and racial demographics, their seeming sense of self
isolation stands in stark contrast to the fluidity and energy of Louis Botha Avenue.
Opening Brunch, May 3, 2019 from 12pm - 5pm
Stephen Hobbs available for walkabouts and discussions:
May 7,
May 9,
May 14,
May 16,

between 2 - 5pm
between 2 - 5pm
between 2 - 5pm
between 2 - 5pm

Illustrations opposite: Callus: SIDE ALLEY, Callus: SUCCULENTS, Callus: SIDEVIEW, Callus: MESH CLOUDS

Since 1994, Johannesburg has
served as a critical reference point
for Hobbs’ artistic and curatorial
insights into the - apartheid
city turned African city - with a
particular interest in the impact
of defensive urban planning and
architecture on the behavioral
aspects of city and society. The
resultant urban decay that develops
in such conditions evolved Hobbs
practice into consultative processes
on the role of art in public space
relative to urban renewal and place
making initiatives commissioned by
the city.
Hobbs’ near 10-year relationship
with David Krut Projects has
broadened his artistic repertoire
through print making, book
making and publishing. In addition,
David Krut Projects New York has
produced a variety of Hobbs’ talks,
presentations and workshops
in numerous Universities and
Institutions through-out the USA.
Stephen Hobbs graduated from
Wits University with a BAFA,
in 1994. He was the curator of
the Market Theatre Galleries
(Johannesburg) from 1994 to 2000,
Co-Director of the purpose-built
Gallery Premises (2004-2008) at the
Joburg Theatre. Since 2001 he has
co-directed the artist collaborative
and public art consultancy – The
Trinity Session. And since 2004
has co-produced a range of
multi-medium urban and networkfocused projects with Marcus
Neustetter, under the collaborative
name Hobbs/Neustetter. In 2017
Hobbs joined the Graduate School
of Architecture at the University of
Johannesburg, as Unit Leader and
resident critic.
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